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Of all the denizens of the circles of Hell, perhaps none is more feared among those of a high-minded sensibility than the succubi. 
 
The Assizes of Suffolk in the eighteenth century granted the Office of the Witchfinder General the power to employ ‘demonic powers’ so long as 
their use is ‘reasonable’ and ‘made only to defeat some yet greater supernatural threat’. No attempt was made in the wording of the assizes to 
measure or grade such threats, however – making the question of whether it is acceptable to fight fire with fire a troublingly subjective one.  

Now, in the twenty-first century, Danesh Shahzan, Acolyte in Her Majesty’s Office of the Witchfinder General, had been struggling with that 
very question ever since the events of The Eye Collectors. An unexpected evening visit from his boss, the Crow, was alarming enough – but 
when it turned out to be to discuss his thesis on succubi, Danesh was surprised yet intrigued. Clearly, another investigation beckoned. 
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Simon Kewin is a pseudonym used by an infinite number of monkeys who operate from a secret location deep in the English countryside. Every 
now and then they produce a manuscript that reads as a complete novel with a beginning, a middle and an end. Sometimes even in that order. 

The Simon Kewin persona devised by the monkeys was born on the misty Isle of Man in the middle of the Irish Sea, at around the time The 
Beatles were twisting and shouting. He moved to the UK as a teenager, where he still resides. He is the author of over a hundred published short 
stories and poems, as well as a growing number of novels. In addition to fiction, he also writes computer software. The key thing, he finds, is not 
to get the two mixed up. 

He has a first class honours degree in English Literature, is married, and has two daughters. 
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